M1
a: Movie start. Face: 1, 1.
b: Pushing female. Face: 1, 0.5.
c: Touching the ground (left hand). Face: 1, 0.5.
d: Touching the ground (both hands).
   Face: 1, 0.5.
e: Clamping female’s legs by male’s legs.
   Face: 1, 1.
f: Start of thrusting. Face: 1, 0.5.
g: End of thrusting. Face: 0.5, 0.5.
h: End of clamping legs. Moving left hand.
   Face: 0.5, 1.
i: Moving right hand. Face: 1, 1.
j: Final image.

M2
a: Movie start. Face: 1, 1.
b: Pushing female. Face: 1, 0.5.
c: Touching the ground (right hand). Face: 1, 0.5.
d: Touching the ground (both hands).
   Face: 0.5, 0.5.
e: Clamping female’s legs by male’s legs.
   Face: 0.5, 0.5.
f: Start of thrusting. Face: 0.5, 0.5.
g: End of thrusting. Face: 1, 0.5.
h: End of clamping legs. Face: 1, 0.5.
i: Moving left hand. Face: 1, 0.5.
j: Moving right hand. Face: 1, 0.
k: Final image.

Figure S4.